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SESSION GOALS – To Share & Discuss:

- Strategies for Recruiting a Diverse Chapter Leadership.

- Chapter-based Leadership Development Programs & Strategies.

- Benefits of Engaging with National & Chapter Committees.
BE INTENTIONAL

✓ Seek out leadership.
✓ Seek out specific skill set.
✓ Build in perpetuity and succession plans.
✓ Be patient with the process.
ACEP CHAPTER LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS
UNITE

- Utilize national ACEP.
- Join forces with other local Chapters.
- Partner with local organizations and agencies with shared interests.
RESOURCES

- Other Chapters
- Your Youth
- Sponsorship
- ACEP Chapter Grants
Why is it a challenge to get members involved? What motivates members to be involved and to lead?

As a leader, what is YOUR biggest strength, and how might you amplify it?

As a leader, what is YOUR biggest weakness, and how might you minimize it?

How might leadership recruitment and development strategies differ and be similar?

What recruitment strategies work?

What recruitment strategies don’t work?

What skillset is YOUR Chapter leadership lacking?

If YOUR Chapter doesn’t have a leadership development program, why not??